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Year 4  

Curriculum Map 2016-17 

Subject  Autumn  Spring  Summer  

Topic – Theme  I am Warrior  Blue Abyss  Misty Mountain Sierra  

Literacy (including 

phonics stages – EYFS 

& KS1) 

Narrative  

 

Traditional Tales – Myths 

 

Children will develop an understanding of Roman 

myths, for example, Romulus and Remus and 

increase their familiarity and retell some of these 

myths orally.  

 

Children will plan and write their own myth 

focusing on effective characterisation, for example, 

descriptions; link dialogue to effective 

characterisation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non -fiction  

 

Persuasion   

 

Children will be able to assemble and sequence 

points in order to plan the presentation of a point 

of view, using graphs, images, visual aids to make 

the view more convincing, for example: leaflets. 

This will be linked to our topic ‘I am Warrior’.  

 

Children will look at the purpose of persuasive 

writing and the key features that they entail.   

Narrative  

 

A story/stories with a theme 

 

Children will be exposed to stories with an issue 

or dilemma. Children will be looking at what 

issue/dilemmas are within stories and how to 

overcome them. Children will then write their 

own story/account reflecting this theme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non-fiction  

 

Report 

 

Children are going to write their own report 

independently based on notes gathered from 

several sources linking to the Topic this term.  

 

 

Vocabulary building 

 

Children will be introduced to a variety of new 

Narrative  

 

Writing and preforming a play 

  

Children will learn the key features of play 

scripts including how punctuation is used. 

Children read and perform published play 

scripts before planning and creating their 

own.  

Children should prepare their play scripts to 

read aloud and to perform, showing 

understanding through intonation, tone, 

volume and action.  

 

Story setting 

 

Children will explore and create story settings 

which motivate and inspire. Children will use 

all their senses to create their own story 

setting using appropriate vocabulary to 

improve their writing.   

 

Non – Fiction  

 

Discussion 

Children will be exploring different types of 

discussions such as; magazine articles; 

newspaper articles; debates.  

Children will then discuss a hot topic which 

will then formulate into a debate using the 

discussion structure.  

 

Explanation 

Children will be exposed to a variety of 
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Vocabulary building 

 

Children will be introduced to a variety of new 

vocabulary to improve their writing.  

 

Riddles 

 

Children will be exposed to a variety of riddles 

with the final intentions of writing and performing 

their own.  

 

Take one book 

 

James and the Giant Peach 

 

Spelling Rules: 

Revising Year 3 spellings 

Year 4 spellings 

Homophones  

Possessive apostrophe with singular 

proper nouns  

 

vocabulary to improve their writing.  

 

 

Structure – narrative poetry 

 

Children look at features of poems; focussing on 

rhyming poems. Children will explore the 

features of narrative poems. Children plan and 

write their own poems. 

  

Take one book 

 

TBC 

 

Spelling Rules: 

Prefixes ‘in-’, ‘il-’, ‘im-’ and ‘ir-’ 

Revise from Year 3 Words with the /eɪ/ sound 

spelt ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ or ‘ey’ Words with the /ʃ/ sound 

spelt ‘ch’ and the /ʌ/ sound spelt ‘ou’ 

Suffixes - ‘-ing’, ‘-er’, ‘-en’, ‘-ed’ 

 

explanation texts and will be able to identify 

the key features. Children will be creating 

their own cracking conventions and creating 

explanations based on how it works.  

 

Vocabulary building 

Children will be recapping previous 

vocabulary and including these where 

appropriate.  

 

Take one poet – Poetry appreciation 

 

Children will be focusing on poets that have 

written based on scenery linking to our Topic, 

Misty Mountain Sierra. 

 

Take one book 

 

TBC 

 

Maths  

 Place Value – Order and Compare 

Numbers Beyond 1000  

 Rounding, Estimation and Magnitude 

 Securing Addition and Subtraction 

Mental Fluency 

 Securing Formal Written Addition and 

Subtraction Fluency 

 Counting in Multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 

and 1000 Multiplication and Division 

Facts (Times Tables) 

 Factor Pairs, Integer Scaling and 

Correspondence Problem 

 Problem Solving Including Measures to 

Apply Place Value, Mental Strategies 

and Arithmetic Laws 

 Multiply and Divide a One or Two-

 Place Value – Order and Compare 

Numbers Beyond 1000  

 Rounding, Estimation and Magnitude 

 Securing Addition and Subtraction 

Mental Fluency 

 Securing Formal Written Addition and 

Subtraction Fluency 

 Counting in Multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 

and 1000 Multiplication and Division 

Facts (Times Tables) 

 Factor Pairs, Integer Scaling and 

Correspondence Problem 

 Problem Solving Including Measures to 

Apply Place Value, Mental Strategies 

and Arithmetic Laws 

 Multiply and Divide a One or Two-

digit Number by 10 and 100 

 Place Value – Order and Compare 

Numbers Beyond 1000  

 Rounding, Estimation and Magnitude 

 Securing Addition and Subtraction 

Mental Fluency 

 Securing Formal Written Addition and 

Subtraction Fluency 

 Counting in Multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 

and 1000 Multiplication and Division 

Facts (Times Tables) 

 Factor Pairs, Integer Scaling and 

Correspondence Problem 

 Problem Solving Including Measures to 

Apply Place Value, Mental Strategies 

and Arithmetic Laws 

 Multiply and Divide a One or Two-

digit Number by 10 and 100 
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digit Number by 10 and 100 

 Measure – Conversion of Units 

 Measures – Compare, Estimate and 

Calculate 

 Discrete and Continuous Data (Time 

Graphs), Including Application of Scales 

and Division 

 Perimeter 

 Roman Numerals 

 Time 

 Fractions  

 Percentage  

 Decimals  

 Properties of shapes 

 Position and direction  

 Measure – Conversion of Units 

 Measures – Compare, Estimate and 

Calculate 

 Discrete and Continuous Data (Time 

Graphs), Including Application of Scales 

and Division 

 Perimeter  

 Roman Numerals 

 Time 

 Fractions  

 Percentage  

 Decimals  

 Properties of shapes 

 Position and direction 

 Measure – Conversion of Units 

 Measures – Compare, Estimate and 

Calculate 

 Discrete and Continuous Data (Time 

Graphs), Including Application of Scales 

and Division 

 Perimeter 

 Roman Numerals 

 Time 

 Fractions  

 Percentage  

 Decimals  

 Properties of shapes 

 Position and direction 

RE People 

Children look 

at our 

relationships 

with people 

e.g. family and 

friends. Look at 

Jesus’ 

relationships 

with family and 

friends. Use 

Bible stories 

including 

Joseph and the 

Prodigal son. 

Called 

Children look 

at the idea of 

being called to 

God. Read 

Bible passages 

such as Moses 

and the calling 

of the 

disciples. Do 

we feel that 

we are called 

to do 

something? Be 

a good friend? 

Be a good 

pupil? 

 

 

Gifts 

Children 

explore the idea 

that Jesus was a 

gift to us. Link 

to Christmas 

gifts- how do 

gifts make us 

feel? Why do 

we give gifts? 

Compare these 

responses to 

Jesus coming to 

us. Bible stories- 

Jesus’ birth. 

Community 

Explore the 

importance of 

community 

within our 

everyday lives. 

Using Bible 

stories and 

reflection, 

children 

explore what 

it means to 

support the 

people around 

you and live 

in a 

community. 

 

Giving and 

Receiving 

Discuss which 

is better? To 

give or 

receive? Use 

Bible 

references 

and other 

stories to 

explore the 

importance of 

giving to 

others. 

Self-discipline 

Explore the 

concept of self-

discipline and why 

it is important. 

Use story of Jesus 

in the desert and 

link to Lent. 

New Life 

Discuss the 

concept of 

new life. Use 

Bible stories 

and own 

reflections to 

inform 

discussions. 

Building 

Bridges 

Discuss and 

reflect on 

what it 

means to 

‘build 

bridges’ and 

seeking 

reconciliation 

and 

forgiveness. 

Reflect on 

when we 

may need to 

ask for and 

give 

forgiveness.  

God’s 

people 

Explore 

what it 

means 

to be a 

child of 

God. 

Use 

Bible 

stories 

to 

discuss 

what 

our 

role is 

as one 

of 

God’s 

people 

and 

how 

we 

should 

treat 

god’s 
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other 

people. 

Science Teeth and digestion 

Pupils should be taught to: 

- Describe the 

simple functions 

of the basic parts 

of digestive 

system in humans 

- Identify the 

different types of 

teeth in humans 

and their simple 

functions 

- Linking to the 

Rom; 

- an Banquets 

Sounds and vibrations  

Pupils should be taught 

to: 

- Identify how 

sounds are 

made, 

associating 

some of them 

with 

something 

vibrating  

- Recognise 

that sound 

travels 

through a 

medium to 

the ear 

- Recognise 

that sounds 

get fainter as 

the distance 

from the 

sound source 

increases 

Classification and 

interdependence 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 

- Be able to 

recognise that 

living things can be 

grouped in a 

variety of ways 

- Explore and use 

classification keys 

to help group, 

identify and name 

a variety of living 

thinks in their local 

and wider 

environment 

- Recognise that 

environments can 

change and that 

this can sometimes 

pose dangers to 

living things 

- Construct and 

interpret a variety 

of food chains, 

identify producers, 

predators and prey 

Circuits and components  

Pupils should be taught to: 

 

- Identify common appliances 

that run on electricity  

- Construct a simple series 

electrical circuit, identifying 

and naming its simple parts  

- Identify whether or not a 

lamp will light in a simple 

series circuit, based on 

whether or not the lamp is 

part of a complete loop 

with a battery 

- Recognise that a switch 

opens and closes a circuit 

and associate this with the 

lamp  

- Recognise some common 

conductors and insulators, 

and associate metals with 

being good conductus  

 Solid, liquid and gases  

Pupils should be taught 

to: 

- Compare and 

group 

materials 

together, 

according to 

whether they 

are solids, 

liquids or gases 

- Observe that 

some materials 

change state 

when they are 

heated or 

cooled.  

- Identify the 

part played by 

evaporation 

and 

condensation 

in the water 

cycle and 

associate the 

rate of 

evaporation 

with 

temperature 

PE Class teacher: 

 

-Netball 

Concentrating on:  

 movement skills 

 Ball skills 

 Attacking skills 

 Defending skills 

  Shooting Skills 

 Strategies 

Sports Coach: 

 

-Football  

-Rugby 

-Basket ball 

 

Gymnastics  

Work towards level 6 / 7 Core Proficiency award 

gymnastics elements. 

Further develop and improve co-ordination and 

basic body control through learning more 

challenging gymnastics moves and elements. 

Improve basic gymnastics skills: jumping / landing, 

rolling, balancing, climbing and travelling. 

Extend repertoire of simple conditioning exercises to 

continue building core strength and stability.  

Dance  

Develop good posture for standing and 

moving around.  Use good quality 

movements in their work. 

Identify and use the five dance 

“actions.” Link the dance actions in a 

variety of sequences in response to 

different stimuli.  Comment on their use 

by others and in their work. 

Perform more challenging movements 
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Use apparatus safely and sensibly.   

Observe and evaluate moves and sequences and 

begin to have an awareness of good quality 

performance and how to make improvements. 

Link a variety of different gymnastic moves into a 

short routine / sequence and perform with good 

extension.   

Choreograph and perform a gymnastics sequence in 

collaboration with a partner.  

Understand and demonstrate how extension and 

elegance are integral parts of any gymnastics 

performance. 

and dance steps with confidence. 

Learn and repeat simple sequences of 

movements to music.   

Develop simple sequences, showing 

individuality of style. 

Respond to music and use movements 

that reflect the mood / style. 

Demonstrate awareness that facial 

expression is an integral part of dancing. 

Choreograph and perform dance  

sequences with a partner or small 

group. Work individually, with a 

partner and as a class on a variety of 

different dance and movement 

activities. 

Learn a variety of dance styles from 

different countries / eras / styles / 

cultures and learn “popular” dances and 

moves. 

Computing We are co-authors 

 

We are HTML editors 

 

We are meteorologists We are software 

developers 

We are musicians We are toy 

designers 

French Children will learn the following key skills across the year through different modules (1 each half term). This year, we will be completing: ‘Les Romains’, 

‘Quelle Est La Date Aujourd’hui?’, ‘Je me presenté’, ‘ En Famille’, ‘Au Café’ and ‘Les vêtements’ 

Listening 

- Listen 

attentively to 

spoken 

language and 

show 

understandin

g by joining 

in and 

responding. 

Explore the 

patterns and 

sounds of 

language 

through songs 

and rhymes 

and like the 

spelling, 

Grammar  

- Understand basic 

grammar 

appropriate to 

the language 

being studied, 

including (where 

relevant): 

feminine, 

masculine and 

neuter forms and 

the conjugation 

of high- 

frequency verbs; 

key features and 

patterns of the 

language; how to 

apply these, for 

Speaking 

- Engage in 

conversations; 

ask and answer 

questions; 

express 

opinions and 

respond to 

those of others; 

seek 

clarification 

and help. 

- Speak in 

sentences, using 

familiar 

vocabulary, 

phrases and 

basic language 

Reading 

- Read carefully 

and show 

understanding 

of words, 

phrases and 

simple writing. 

- Appreciate 

stories, songs, 

poems and 

rhymes in the 

language.  

- Broaden their 

vocabulary and 

develop their 

ability to 

understand 

words that are 

Writing 

- Write phrases from memory, 

and adapt these to create new 

sentences, to express ideas 

clearly. 

- Describe, people, places, things 

and actions orally and in 

writing. 
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sound and 

meaning of 

words. 

instance, to build 

sentences; and 

how these differ 

from or are 

similar 

structures. 

- Develop 

accurate 

pronunciation 

and intonation 

when they are 

reading aloud 

or using 

familiar words 

and phrases. 

- Present ideas 

and 

information 

orally to a 

range of 

audiences. 

introduced into 

familiar written 

material, 

including 

through using a 

dictionary. 

Music   Participate in whole class playing activities 

following musical instructions about tempo, 

dynamics etc. 

 Develop “active” listening and aural skills 

through games and activities. 

 Listen to recorded music and comment on the 

composer’s use of musical elements, structure 

and other significant features of the music. 

 Listen to and discuss audio recordings of class 

compositions / performances and use them to 

improve future pieces of music. 

 Play “Copycat” and rhythm improvisation 

games, songs and activities. 

 Use percussion instruments to effectively 

accompany singing. 

 Refresh sol-fa hand signs. 

 Perform a simple melody on chime bars, using 

stave notation as a guide. 

 Take part in whole class ensemble 

performances, including different rhythms or 

patterns played simultaneously by different 

groups. 

 May explore djembe drumming. 

Use a rhythm or short melodic idea as the starting 

point for a small group composition. 

 Continue developing vocal technique through 

singing songs in unison and two-parts. 

 Begin learning Italian terms for musical tempo / 

character – Allegro etc. 

 Explore the power of music to enhance on-

screen action and give viewers a better 

understanding of the mood / tone of the 

character / situation. 

 Compose mood music in response to “The 

Sorcerer’s Apprentice” music and Micky Mouse 

Cartoon. 

 Conduct the class ensemble to change dynamic / 

tempo etc. 

 Continue developing “active” listening skills. 

 Use audio recordings to evaluate and improve 

compositions. 

 Compose in groups using layers of sound and 

manipulating musical elements to enhance the 

effect. 

 Play the “Junk” orchestra.   

 Explore orchestral instruments – improve 

knowledge of instrument names and begin to 

identify instruments aurally and visually. 

 Learn alternative lyrics (topic related) for a 

known round and perform on chime bars with 

 Sing songs and improve their vocal 

technique and harmony singing. 

 Take part in composing a class call 

& response song. 

 Create new lyrics as a class for a 

well-known song. 

 Learn “The Shark” and work in 

groups to retell a similar story in 

new words. 

 Watch, sing and analyse “A Baby 

Shark” and apply findings about 

changes in tempo and dynamics to 

the group composition. 

 Study pentatonic music and the 

pentatonic scale. 

 Use musical ICT to explore the 

pentatonic scale on piano black 

notes. 

 Improve understanding of 

orchestral instruments and families.   

Begin to aurally identify more of the 

orchestral instruments.   
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stave notation to support. 

 Use a short melodic idea as the starting point for 

a small group composition. 

Study the story of “Baba Yaga” and create music in 

response. 

PSHCE 

 

 

 

 

Black History Week 

Thinking About Others 

Anti- Bullying Week 

 

Going for Goals 

Drug Awareness 

Healthy Eating Role models 

 

SRE Journey of Love 

Royal Family 

Aspirations 

Geography Locational knowledge 

Using maps to explore the growth of the Roman 

Empire. 

Children explore how the structure of the world has 

changed since the beginning of the Roman Empire. 

 

Human Geography 

Describe and understand key aspects of: human 

geography, such as: types of settlement and land use, 

economic activity such as trade links and distribution 

of natural resources (link to Roman empire).  Look 

at transport and travel. Exploring how Romans built 

roads to transport goods and how they are used 

today. 

Locational knowledge 

 

Identify the position and significance of latitude, 

longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern 

Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, 

Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich 

Meridian and time zones (including day and night) 

 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 

 

 Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer 

mapping to locate countries and describe features 

studied. 

Locational knowledge  

Locate the world’s countries, using maps 

to focus on Europe, North and South 

America, concentrating on their 

environmental regions, key physical and 

human characteristics, countries, and 

major cities.  

 

Name and locate counties and cities of 

the United Kingdom, geographical 

regions and their identifying human and 

physical characteristics, key 

topographical features (including hills, 

mountains, coasts and rivers), and land-

use patterns; and understand how some 

of these aspects have changed over time 

 

Place knowledge 

Understand geographical similarities and 

differences through the study of human 

and physical geography of a region of 

the United Kingdom, a region in a 

European country, and a region within 

North or South America  

 

Human and physical geography  

 

Describe and understand key aspects of; 

physical geography, including: climate 

zones, biomes and vegetation belts, 
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rivers.  

 

Physical Geography  

 

Children will study a variety of 

Mountains  

History The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain 

 Children will know and understand AC and 

BC focusing on when the Romans invaded 

Britain   

 Children explore how the Roman Empire 

was governed, looking at different empires 

and the Roman army. 

 Explore how and when the Romans 

invaded Britain and other countries. 

 Studying key figures such as Julius Caesar 

and Boudicca.  

 

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots 

(discrete) 

 Roman withdrawal from Britain in c. AD 

410 and the fall of the western Roman 

Empire   

 Scots invasions from Ireland to north Britain 

(now Scotland)  

  Anglo-Saxon invasions, settlements and 

kingdoms: place names and village life  

  Anglo-Saxon art and culture  

 

A Local History Study 

(discrete) 

We will be building on the knowledge 

and topics covered in the autumn and 

Spring term, and look towards our own 

local area. Whether this be Waltham 

Cross, Cheshunt or further afield. 

 How did our towns get 

their names? 

  How old are the buildings 

around us?  

 What makes our home 

town so special?  

 These are really important 

questions for the children to 

be able to answer, as it goes 

some way toward them 

forming their identities and 

sense of what is special to 

them. 

Art & Design Clay – Roman Coins 

Mosaics – Roman Mosaics  

 

Observational drawings  

Clay sculptures 

Printing  

Famous Seascapes 

Weaving  

Clay Modelling 

Design Technology  Designing Roman Shields  

Roman Bread 

 

Submarine Design  

Worming Models 

3D Models  

Trip 

/event/memorable 

experience  

Memorable experience – Invaders! 

 

TBC  TBC  

End project  Roman Day – Date to be confirmed TBC TBC 

 

 


